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Unleash the full power 
of cloud

Realize the full power of the cloud

Avanade’s Microsoft Azure Platform Services specialize in optimizing the cloud to give your business the 

competitive edge it needs to cope with the disruption of the digital economy.

We’ll help you unlock the full value of your cloud investment, so your business is not just transformed, but also 

empowered, engaged and optimized.

Survive and thrive in the digital economy

Most large companies lack the agility and technology to pivot at speed – and this allows start-ups to disrupt 

their industries.

The place that sold the most cars 

in 2019 is not even a dealership

Elon Musk says Tesla will begin 

offering its own insurance to 

customers next month

A new Marriott division

goes head-to-head 

with Airbnb

When you’re prepared for anything, and shaped to adapt and evolve, then you’re Ready by Design. 

Build innovative 

applications at speed

Liberate talent 

for innovation

Securely unlock the value 

of the Microsoft cloud

Create new digital

business models

Get to market faster

Increase your

business agility

Avanade helps you to do this …so that you can do this
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Contact us

<contact name>

<contact email>

Why Avanade?

Nobody knows more about Microsoft

Our expertise in Azure is unsurpassed. We know the 

cloud platform better than anybody, because we help to 

shape the development of Microsoft’s products, updates 

and enhancements. 

We’re the world’s largest community of experts on 

Microsoft-based solutions and a global leader in Azure 

deployments.

Expertise

• 75,000+ Microsoft experts

• 6000 Azure certifications

• 80 locations across 24 countries

Accolades

• Microsoft SI Azure Alliance Partner of the Year 2018

• Microsoft Alliance SI Partner of the Year 11 years running

• Microsoft-certified Managed Service Provider for Azure

Our track record
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We’ll help you to be Ready by Design to unlock the full 

power of the Microsoft cloud.
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Optimize to capitalize

Cloud transformation is different for 

every business and not everyone 

gets it right at first. Our flexible 

services will meet you where you 

are to take you through your cloud 

journey ensuring you meet your 

business and technical goals.

Get Started

Find out more about how we can prepare you 

for your ‘Cloud’ journey.

Custom cloud solutions

Whether support for your aging 

technology is ending, or you only 

want to pay for the services you 

actually use, our packaged 

pathways deliver results faster than 

you ever thought possible.

SAP on Azure

Turn SAP into an engine of digital 

transformation

Intelligent Edge

Enable instant and intelligent decision-

making at the source

Optimize the Cloud

Get the full benefits of your cloud investment

End of Support

Stay secure – and accelerate to the cloud

Data Center Exit

Free talent, move out of on-premises IT 

and save 

Big Compute

Use big data on demand to transform large 

workloads 

Mainframe Modernization 

Make your core business systems fit for the 

digital age

Workshops get you ready 

in weeks

Cloud Foundations

Cloud Transformation

Container Platform

Cloud Security Maturity 

Assessment

Data Value
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